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Students Vote on Constitution March 5, 6
By JIM DOURGARIAN
Daily Political Writer
Students go to the polls Wednesday
and Thursday, March 5 and 6, to decide
the fate of the proposed new con.stitution.
A majority of votes is needed to
adopt the new document that ...ontains
radical clumges fiom the former Constitution.
Voting was to take place today and
tomorrow, but that idea was vetoed
by ASB Pmsident Dick Miner because
the Election BOBIY1 could not act that
early.
Included in the changes are pmporBona! graduate, upper and lower division representation on Student Council,
a mom defined three-branch government, a joint inesident, vice president

and treasurer ticket, and a mom explicit recall and initiative.
The revised constitution attempts to
streamline the structure of the government and the language of the constitution, to Make for more equal representation, to clarify previously cloudy
section.s, and defines each branch of
government by make up and purpcse.
The previous con.stitution alloted
four student representatives for each
class to Student Council. The new
doctunent calls for proportional representation on the graduate, upper and
lower divisions, with each having at
least two members. The judiciary will
determine the proportion each November.
Student Council membership has also
been changed from 21 members to 20,

ASB president. It may now bring
people before it, making them vonform
to rules, vehere it could not before.
It may also divide itself into three
emergency courts when numerous cases
arrive (such as during the Dow demonstrations) for as long as it deems
necessary. The chief justice shall assign these courts, consisting of tvvo
students and one faculty.
The new constitution provides for
student body eleetions in April, ai.d
states that the president, vice president and treasurer shall all file jointly.
One vote will show a preference for
all three.
The executive secretary post will be
eliminated under the revised edition,
delegating these powers to executive
assistants,

Some council members object to the
treasurer being included on the ticket,
because they say the office is nonpolitical. Others voted it irtcluded because, as John Metz, junior representative has said, "Money is power."
Merz said the idea should work because a student government needs
three pc.ople who can work effectively
and efficiently. He went on to say the
president would only choose his own
men anyway.
Merz said each will run on his own
merit and believes one strong man
will not be able to carry two weak
ones.
Also, elected officers will serve approvimately one year or until new
officers am installed.
Recall elections have been granted

new powers in the revamped law body.
Recall is now automatic when the election calls for it. There will be no way
to stop the system as did pa.st ASB
President John Hendricks when he
vetoed his own recall.
Vacancies will now automatically be
filled. The vice president will succeed
the president, and if the vice president’s office is vacated, the Student
Council vice chairman succeeds him.
Those filling vacancies cannot be removed by the ASB president.
Student initiative will also gain
strength as a majority vote is all that
is needed and not two-thirds. Also, it
takes either 10 per cent of ASB member; or 25 per cent of the voters in
the last ASB election, whichever is
lease, to procure the initiative.

Decision Due Tomorrow
On Crediting of Classes

Asian Students
To Reorganize
Chinese Holiday
Chinese New Year is a traditional
Chinatown celebration.
But this year some of the money
made frum the gala will not be going
into traditional places, say a group of
SJS Chinese students who will aid in
putting on a part of the event this
weekend.
The group, the Asian-American Political Alliance (AAPA), will work at
the Youth Street Fair, sponsored by
the Chinatown North Beach Youth
Council.
Shelton Chow, AAPA spokesman,
said his group had particular interest
in the fair because its proceeds will
be "thrown back into the community,"
unlike past years when it was handled
by the Chinatown Chamber of Commerce.
The community in the meantime has
been degenerating, he went on to say..
Juvenile delinquency is on the rise and
the influx of from 5-8,000 Hong Kong
immigrants yearly "heightens the
existing problems of bi-lingualism and
employment," Chow said.
The Youth Street Fair is "an attempt
to ease the tensions and to try to
solve the problem.s," said Dave Horiuchi, also an AAPA member and on
student council.
Site of the fair is Waverly Place,
between Wa.shington and Sacramento
Streets in San Francisco. It will be
open Friday (5 p.m. -midnight), Saturday (noon-midnight) and Sunday
(noon-7 p.m.).

plus the chairman. The council will
vote as to whether he will have voting
powers.
There wa.s an idea for reducing
council to 13 members since il. would
be more efficient, but it was rejected
due to its oligarchal nature and minority objections.
Under the new constitution, the judickuy takes on new and more clearly
defined powers that further separate it
from the executive and Itgislative
branches.
The judiciary shall now consist of
six students and three teaching faculty.
The chief justice shall be a student and
elected from the judiciary’s total
membership.
A Judicial Selections Committee will
now select members, by-passing the

Hy GAYLE PARKER
Politieal Writer
Tomorrow at 5 p.m. is the target
set for a decision by Acadernica
whether to credit two controversial
cla.sses.
Meanwhile, over 250 students sit in
limbo holding worthless class cztrds fur
the two Philosophy 180 courses.
Philosophy 180, under Department
Chairman Dr. Arthur Cody’s direction
includes two "special studies" courses
directing students to classes offered
by the Experimental l’ollege (EC).
The EC classes an. "Contemporary

IA Students Present
Driver Training Class
A free nine-week driver training
course beginning March 17 will be offered to students, Edwin H. Darland,
supervisor of the program, has announced.
The course, under the Industrial
Studies Department, will offer approximately 18 hours of instruction.
Two meetings will be held Wednesday, March 26, and Thursday, March
27, in IA230 at 3:30 p.m.
Applicants must be eligible for a
California Department of Motor Vehicles instruction permit.

VMS:

’Sole Faculty Voice’
A proposal that the Academic Senate be reorganized into "the sole voice
of the faculty" is now being recommended by the State Executive Committee of the California College and
University Faculty Asso ci ation
CCUFA ).
In a meeting Monday of the SJS’
chapter of CCUFA, Marshall Staunton,
a spokesman for the committee, presented a proposal calling for a rest ructureci Academic Senate which
would have the responsibility to enter
into "good fait.h negotiations" with the
Board of Trustees.
The proposal is in rearimition of the
ineffectiveness of the six organizations
that presently attempt to represent
college faculty, aecording to Staunton.
’’One agent. representing all faculty
members would have a greater force
in helping to solve problems in the
state college system," Staunton said.
The CCUFA exerted tve committee has

Alex Haley, co-author of the best seller "Autobiography of Malcolm
X," will speak on "A Saga of Black History" Thursday evening at 8:15 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium. The free lecture is sponsored by the College
Union Program Board. Other works by Haley include "Before ’This Anger," the product of f iVe years of research and travel in Africa, Europe.
and America due to he published this summer. He is currently guest professor and aTiter-in-residence at Hamilton College in Clinton, N.Y.
*
*
Only two hundred tickets remain on sale for the rooters’ buses providing
transfairlation 1() Stockton for the basketball game against the University
of the Pacific Friday night. Tickets, available from the Student Affairs
Business Office, are $2 and include transportation and admission to the
game. Buses will leave at 5 p.m. from Fourth and San Carlos Streets near
the Men’s Gy111, A rally in the Dining Commons at 6 p.m. Thursday will
feature Coach Dan Glines and the team.
’The International Association of Students in Business Economics (tiff’:
SEC) has established two $100 scholarships for business major». Awards
will be based on financial need. Deadline for fall applications is April 1.
Further information is available from T")ean Milburn Wright in Building 0.

22 -year-old graduate stuCity Council candidate Frank Nemirofsky,
dent and Young Democrat. will address YI) members at a meeting today
at. 3:30 p.m. in F:D446. Also on thi agenda arc election of interim officers and discussion of a letter-writing campaign aimed at area legislators
against tuition.

"the courses now being
offered
as Philosophy 180 by Dr. Cody do not
conform to existing Academic Council
policies governing the 180 courses;
"revocation of credit at this stage
may have caused hardship to the more
than 250 students enrolled."
The conunittee, according to Dr.
Gustafson, also "strong;;; urges:
-- "the Philosophy Department renumber the courses to Philosophy 196"
(regular college courses on a trial
basis);
--- "submit this course for approval
for credit via the existing college procedures;
"these steps should be done before
tomorrow at 5 p.m."
Dr. Gustafson stressed the committee was not ((pre-judging the courses,
but indicating avenues" to use to get
academic credit
Doreen Bauman, EC director, said
the EC and Dr. Cody were in process
of submitting the classes to the Philosophy Department’s curriculum committee for a trial cla.ss approval, and
then to the School of Humanities and
the Arts curriculum committee for
approval.

Academic Senate . . .

neied griep

The American Institute of Industrial Engineers tAllE) will hold it.:
first meeting of the semester tomorrow ;it 8 p.m. at the Garden rity Hof
Brau, Post and Market Streets. All new and returning members are invited to attend. PliiILS for spring activities will he 1F:out:sod rind new officers will be introduced.
*
*
A rush tea sponsored by the Kaydettes, SJS women’s service organization, will be held today in the Cadet Iminge of MacQuarrie Hall at 3:30
p.m. Unmarried upper-division women with a 2.0 GPA are eligible.

Soviet Civilization," taught by Soviet
authority Dr. William Mandel and
"The New American R,evolution,"
taught by Tom Hayden, one of the
founders of Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS).
I3oth EC instructors are being paid
by an ASB allocation of $2000 for
Mandel, $1500 for Hayden and $200
for their assistants.
Confusion concerning the two courses
resulted in Academic Vice President
Dr. Hobert Burns denying credit for
the classes last Friday, citing a lack
of properly appointed professors and
curriculum approval as reasons.
Dr. Cody maintained the course had
250 students enrolled in one clas.s, under his supervision. and merely being
directed to the EC classes for source
material.
Dr. Cody and the EC appealed Dr.
Burns’ decision of non-credit Monday
before the Standing Policy Committee
for Curriculum and Instruction of the
Academic Council.
Following three hours of debate,
committee chairman Dr. William Gu.stafson said the committee’s conclusion
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PUDDLES MAY MUDDLE your mind, your shoes may lose +heir shine, as
torrential rains turn dirt lots into muddy reflecting pools and coeds scurry
for cover this week. Campus moisture is light, compared to overflowing
creeks and reservoirs elsewhere in sunny Californ!a. Southern Californians
were forced to flee from sliding mud, while up north, Fremont airplanes had
to be evacuated. Hang on, Spartans, don’t inflate your waterwings yet.
Only 24 days to go and we’ll break out The old ark.

SACRANIENTO (AP) Gov. Reagan declared yesterday he opposes a
tentative settlement of the San Francisco Slate College teachets strike and
will vote that college trustees reject
the term.s.
The governor also told his news conference he believes University of California at Berkeley students should
carry identity cards to distinguish
them from non-students during the current campus crisis.

met with two other faculty organizations, California State Employees Association (CSEA) and American Association of University Pmfessors
(AAUP), to correct the "breakdown in
communication" between faculty, the
chancellor and tru.stees that has prevented constructive negotiations between the parties.
Because the Academic Senate was
established by the Board of ’Trustees
to represent college faculty, it has
never had the sovereign power or faculty support to engage in constructive
negotiations.
"The Academic Senate’s repsonsibilities have never been defined,"
Staunton pointed out.
The proposal specifies that the Academic Senate be a separate body from
the trustees with financial mezins anct
legal authority provided by state
legislation.
The oonunittee’s pmposal is an alternative to collective bargaining. Colleetive bargaining was a goal of the
AFT in its recent strike.
Collective bargaining, aecording to
Lawrence Pusmn, local CCUFA president, automatically sets the faculty
and trustees as adversaries. "Negotiation.s permit a more cooperative approach to solving the problems that
face higher education," Pugno said.
The proms:al that represents "a
new sense of direction for the Aendemi(’ Senate’’ has been reported favored by Theodore Merriam trustee, and
Vic Vassy, chairman of the Assembly’s
Educa t ion Corrunittee.

rRichard Ratan:
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Thrust and Parry

Zoning can he legislated. Financing

piddle

can be legislated. Bttt not revolution.

to dr-ire. the bill

-K.J.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Following are major portions of
a letter and post card concerning some VISTA
experiences of two recent SJS graduates. The author is Sue Gordon. Her husband, Gary M. Gordon, and she started their VISTA training in
January, just after Gordon’s graduation with an
M.A. in political science. Their address now is
c/o General Delivery, Caliente, Nev., and they
would of course be glad to get mail. Fauneil J.
Rion, Associate Professor, Political Science. On
leave with Tutorials.
For the past five and a half days I have
been living with a poor (very poor) family ...
mother, a father, and a raccoon. They were
not on welfare a.s Mr. J. worked nights at a
mill
.. He brings home $420 a month. The
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only help that these people receive is surplus
food tgo%’t.) every two weeks tincluding items
such as butter, oats, flour. powdered milk .. ).
They live in a three bedroom wooden home
(about 15-20 years old). It hasn’t been painted,
inside or outside, in about 10 yews, nor has
the inside becn washed tdirty-filthy walls) for
at least three or four years. There is an indoor bathroom, but no sink in it, as the pipes
broke and the landlord refuses to fix them.
There is zt bathtub but it hasn’t been cleaned
for months. Needless to say, I chose not to
take a bath. ’rhe toilet is in the same condition as the tub.
The children sleep in two of the three bedrooms. thiee girls and the baby in one and
four boys in the other. The girls’ room, where
I slept, recks of the smell of urine, as they
wet the bed evety night and don’t change the
sheets or blankets. I I slept with my head
under my covers.) Each child has one sheet
and one blanket. The only heat in the house
comes from a small stove in the living room.
and it is not near the children’s bedrooms. I
caught a cold while I was there.
The food is sanitarily prepared. There is
little meat, no whole milk, very few vegetables, and no fresh fruit or things like lettuce.
One night we had boiled beans only. Another
one each.
night they had spare ribs
The laundry tor an entire week (soiled
underwear anti ail’ is piled in the bathroom
and washed on Saturday at a laundromat in
one 50-cent machine with one-half cup of soap.
The wet sheets are ineluded ... The children
have few clothes and what they do have are
so filthy and ripped that they are no gcxxl.
’rhe parents treat the children very well,
and the only mode of punishment is standing
in the corner. Everyone shares in the family.
Mien the children get any moncy at all, they

"Good landlord?" questioned

buy candy or gum and immediately come home
to give everyone part of it ...
The children do poorly in school. There is
no study area and the noise level is so high
that they could never concentrate. The mother
and father do not understand the grading system of the schools, and they do not know
what any of the symbols and numbers on the
repc)rt cards mean, but Mrs. J. told me she
thought they had improved. (I don’t know
what she based this conclusion on.)
When I first arrived there I was nearly sick.
I could not stand the filth and couldn’t see
how I could stay for five and a half days. I
was close to tears, especially after entering
the girls’ bedroom. The second day I went
With the oldest boy (12) to do the wash.
While there, I telephoned a high school teacher
whom I had met before and who had asked
me to come and speak to his class. I was
thrilled to speak to another middle cla.ss person anti immediately began describing the
home conditions to him. He asked me how
they treated their kids, I told him, and he
mentioned that some people who scrub their
bathtubs also beat their children.
It was then that I rearranged my mind and
realized I had been feeling sorry for myself.
I made a 360-degree turn. I enjoyed the remaining days and learned that these were
lovely people with a lot to teach me, It was
one of the greatest experiences I have ever
had ...
VISTA is indeed a mind and spirit stretcher.
I have met some fantastic people in the training ptogram. Gary and I are leaving tomorrow
for our new home for a year -- Caliente,
Nev., a thriving town of 450. We are on our
own them to do whatever we think needs to
be done. As they tell us in training, if you
think you know the answer, you haven’t been
listening to the question.
Feeling very fortunate to be here,
Sue Honlon

Students Political Categories
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EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or informational issues. Space is allowed to encourage writfon debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which ere libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
the right to edit or cut
attack. The editor
letters to conform to space limitations end to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have boon eshausted.
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Guest Articles

little three question test.
I) If you saw a crowd running toward

a 1 go home and sleep till R. b 1 attend and
join all three remarking. "I find the

Marvin

The Daily will consider and is seeking Gueat
Editorials and Guest Roorna from SJS stn.
dents and faculty members on matters td
fecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Mary Marks, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decision on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-spaCe Ilre.

the Administration Building screaming
"tear it down." you would a I think they’re
part of the SIS track team. b) sav "Thev’re

Marines very broadening," or el

your annual erop. And that’s what

itigly join LOS when you read the

just a himeli of nice kids. they’d never
do it" or el rent a bulldozer.
2) Your favorite professor has just

wrong and

think

%ou’re

in

mistakItiters

for it

your answers in

st ellnes are "a".

-participant.

Policy Note

1)". an

poured gasoline all over his body and is
now searching for a match. Under these
eirennistanees. .%oti would. a I complain

swer means you’re a liberal -idealist and a

that

goliest you must be

the cloud is Mocking thu way to yOtar

call

a bad landlord."

great

field trip
then you’re a

"Every other landlord we’ve talked to."
explained. "wants two-thirdii of

"e" answer means you’re a revolutionist.
If you fail to fall 4110 any of these cuteIA18111066 major.

Opinions espressed in columns, staff comments,
Thrust and Parry and guest articles are these er the
individual authors and de sat necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of the Spartan Daily.
.--Edito$
ME1111=111/1111
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Second Official Ombudsman

Value’
Ultimate
Is
of
’Man
Poblano’s Job: Cut Red Tape

ity CANDI’ BELL
Daily. Politicai Writer
"I like to be with swingers."
Ralph Publanu tnight be classified as a swinger himself, but
more than that, he Ls SJS’s second official ombudsman.
Poblano describes his job as
"very, very unique in higher education. It is inter-group relations."
Becaus( it is a new and emerging role in higher education, the
job of ombudsman varies from
college to college. Here, Poblano
handles "conflicts from individuals and groups battling bureaucracy." He is "the prime enemy
of bureaucracy and the cutter of
red tape," Poblano said.
Anil he adds, "I like my job
because I’m in an environment
where things are moving."
So far, racial and ethnic conflicts have received most of his
attention. but he also handles
normal faculty conflicts, student faculty disagr eements, and
school -community relations.
In Scandinavia, the ombudsman has been used as a people’s
representative in the bureaucracy, someone the people could
turn to for help in breaking
through the "red tape."
’rhe official SJS ombudsman
position was created in October
of 1967 when Pres. Robert D.
Clark appointed Rev. J. Benton
White, a Methodist minLster, to
be the administrative link against
racial discrimination on carrtpus.
Rev. White Witt; the first ombuds-

Poi Sci Grad
After Seat on
City Council
Frank Nemirofsky, 22-year old
SJS graduate student in political
science, has entered the contest
for San Jose City Council seat
five, which is now held by Robert Miller.
"San Jose has a fantastic potential for growth," says Nemirofsky. "We are witnessing this
growth, and there are things
that need to be done now (while
this process is going on)."
Nemirofsky, a native of San
Fernando Valley and unmarried,
transferred to SJS in 1966 from
Los Angeles Valley Junior College and graduated last month
vvith a B.A. Degree in political
science, with emphasis in public
admi nisi ration.
"City Council should be made
more aware of the large interest
group that SJS comprises. with
its own special needs and special
interests," he said, Nemiorfsky
intends, if elected, to submit
plans for more lighting around
the campus, a different form of
parking for students, health and
fire inspection of campus housing, and prevention of (car)
lowaways.
-The college benefits the city
and its merchants," Nemirofsky
says, so they should cooperate
more with the students.
For the city-at -large, he proposes construction of a sports
arena and convention center, relocation and enlargement of the
city airport facilities, public ownership ancl improvement of the
bus system to make it more responsive to the people’s need.s,
and revitalization of the downtown area by construction of a
large mall and high-rise parking
f aci I t ies.
Nemirofsky plans to solicit
the endorsement af the Democratic Party and other groups,
and to carry out a door-knocking
campaign.

Charter Flights
lak Atigeleslatielaml.us Angeles
Boeing TO; TrunsPolue Jet
Depart

Return

JUNE 18
JUNE 25

SEPT. 9
SEPT. 14

Round Trip
Seat Price

$295.00
$295.00

Thse flights are available only to Faculty
Members, Students and Campus Staff of
California State Colleges Flights are or
ganised by Professor Mandel, San Fer.
nando Valley State Collge, and operated
by Continental Express, 144 South Beverly
Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
For reservation forms and full details
please tend completed coupon fblow) to
State Colleg Trip Chairman, 144 South
Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif 90212

COLLEGE
FACULTY

ituctors how, to teach
taught
disadva it aged st Wien ts. Before
that, he taught English, history,
and math in Los Angeles schools.
He spcaks fluent Spanish, but
wasn’t really born in Mexico.
Poblano says he was born on the
border lvtween Mexico and California and that he is not over 30
was over
years old. "If I said
30, you wouldn’t trust me," he
explainrxi.
During the interview, Poblano
held up a gruesome iron ball with
long spindles on it. It was attached to a heavy chain and
rested atop a pile of papers on

.

RALPH POBLANO, SJS’s official ombudsman,
swings his mace ball to scare voluntary labor
out of students counting the ethnic survey
cards which were distributed during registration. Poblano made the survey in conjunction

Chem. Students
Work with Atoms
Youth must be served!
This seemingly aged adage
adapts new contemporary meaning with the recent advent of
Atomic Energy Conunission
(AEC) summer jobs for selected
SJS students.
Through the cooperation of the
Association of Western Universities, undergraduate science majors can participate in the AEC
Livermore branch projects, according to program spon.sor Dr.
Ruth Yaffe.
To qualify, honor chemistry
students are screened by Dr.
Yaffe. "Achnission test results.
grades, overfdl chemistry proficiency and maturity are all
taken into consideration," the
chemistry professor added.
Eight students qualified for
the June through September appointments. They are: Gerald
Meredith, 19, a sophomore chemistry major and Steve Lane, 20,
a junior physics major. Both
Meredith and Lane are returnees.
The new group includes: Phil
Scarpace, a junior biochemistry
major; James Tilden, a chemistry
major; Sarah Day, a bio-chemistry major; Len Bernstein, a biology major, and Don Trimmer
and Andrew Towse, freshmen
physics majors.
These eight students journeyed
Friday to Livermore and met
their summer colleagues. They
were initially briefed ill a conference room. Following brief talks
by various project coordinators,
the students selected a given research tearn.
The scientists then presented
an in-depth project analysis to
their youthful colleagues. A tour
of the plarrt’s facilities completed the afternoon activities.
"The program involving three
SJS undergraduates met with
great success during our initial
attempts last summer," Dr. Yaffe
explained, This year, with the
hell) of the AEC, Dr. Peter
Steven.son, SJS is allowed to senci
10 students.

STAFF

Registration for the seven-day
Death Valley Field Studies will
be on March 5 between 8 a.m.
and 12 nxin at S127.
Tuition for the one-unit, upper
division course Ls $33, with the
food cost at $12, both payable
at the first organization meeting.
Students should arrange their
own transportation. Car pools
will be formed at the orientation meeting. Passengers pay the
driver for gas expenses.
The work for the course Ls
done on a series of field trips,
with the students assigned to
small units or trail groups.

with his fight against racial problems on campus. Actually, the wicked looking ball is used as
a paper-weight while Poblano helps students
and faculty with inter-group and inter-personal
conflicts.

Tutoring Program Begins
For Prisoners’ Children
For two hours a week SJS students can help bring the motivation for higher grades into the
lives of local prisoners’ children.
A tutoring program aimed at
helping "to give kids the motivation to perform" is one of the
campus activities announced by
the Campus Christian Center,

Harvey Explains
Resource Study
San Jose
Doctor H. T. liars.
etnservatiunist and pi,gessor of
biological sciences, was named
Associate Dean of the School of
Natural Sciences and Mathematics recently by Dr. David G.
Barry, dean of the School alld interim executive vice- president
of SJS,
Dr. Harvey, who sees man as
standing knee-deep in garbage,
gasping for breath in a smogfilled atmosphere, and firing
rockets
successfully
to the
moon," has been involved in a
natural resources study regarding the giant Sequoia trees. The
program was started 11 years
ago in Yosemite National Park
to study the growth and propagation of the Redwoods.
A member of 12 professional
organizations, including Sigma
Xi, Dr. Harvey is the author of
"Atoms to Adams." He is a gradual,: of San Diego State College
where he received his B.A, and
M.A. degrees. lie earned his doctorate at the University of California, Berkeley.

311/1/
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Single Adults .. . Meet New, Interesting
People! Our Club Activities Include
Parties, Dances. Theatre Parties, Etc.

10th and San Cados Streets. according to the Rev. Benton
White, administrator for the center. The service is in conjunction
with Friends Outside, an organization formed to help families
of prisoners.
The program begin; at the request of a family for tutoring
help. A tutoring team is then
assigned to the family and one
night a week for two hours the
team tutors the children in the
family. If one or two members
of the team are unable to attend,
the rest of the team is still able
to visit the family.
At present, 600 children are
scheduled to be tutored. The only
requirements for a tutor are "a
willingness to give time to help
somebody and a caring for other
people," according to Rev. White.
"We’ve never had a family.
with a tutor that hasn’t had the
children’s grades improve," said

Rev. Wilde. Applications may be
picked up at the Center.
Study groups are forming to
study the Bible, basic Christian
ethics. marriage and the family.
The groups will last six weeks
and will be held at convenient
times for those who register.
Registration is handled at the
Center and will be open through
the middle of next week.
Sunday evening dinners are
hidd at 6:45 at the Center for
40 cents. At 7:15 p.m. there is
a program at Johna’s Wail put
on by the Guerrilla Theatre, a
group of "socially active young
people."
JET CHARTERS
4 Summer flights of 4 to 14 wks.
$295 r.f. or $175 one-way
For details write to Prof. Frank
Pool, 247 Roycroft Ave., Long
Beach 90803.
438-2179

Payless Cleaners
106)/0 OFF REGULAR PRICES
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD

The groups are rotated among
various instructom who cover all
aspects of the desert, including
animals, plants, geology, resources, and ecology. Grading is
on a pass -fail basis.
Official headquarters for the
field trip is the Death Valley
Hotel at Ryan, where the students are kalged in dorms. On
the trip, the students live in a
camp situation with everyone
cooking and washing dishes.
Each person brings his own
sleeping bag, air mattress, and
cooking utensiLs, with SJS providing the food.
Scholarship applications are
available at the Biology Storeroom. S221, and are due by today.
Additional information is available from Mrs. Karen Shellhammer, field studies secretary at
Ext. 2212 MWF from 9:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., or see her at Building X on Fifth Street.

’erns and who oish
a
Menisci\ es to their
lion." Any student wishine to
,y apply at
enter NON (’0114.
914 Williams

eflames
97me. is
un rung
Out...
Fa.:11 minute you spend in
is a minute wasted
...a minute that adds up tc)
an hour or a day that. has
vanished forever.
That minute may have been
spent as Paulists do, counseling a questioning youtl. at a
secular university (look for
them on the campuses of
UCLA. Berkeley, San Diego,
Santa Barbara), working in
ghettos, saving a potential
"dropout" or promoting better understanding of the
Church and all religions.
How do your minutes stack
up?
If you have given some
thought to becoming a priest,
why not find out how the
Paulists spend their time and
send for an illustrated brochure and a summary of the
Paulist effort for renewal in
the Church,
Write to:
Vocation Director

Paulist
Patheig
Room 207
415 West
--aleet
New York, N.Y. 1UU19
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CELEBRATIONtl, SAMPLE
CLOTHES SPECI11,S
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
ALL FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK
Skirts & Itlott,ws
Jr.

Misses

All Colors
and Fabrics
VALUES TO $16

$3

sva.,TERs
t
\ II Weather Coats

PHONE 246.3389

"Why Pay !gore"
STUDENT

dents are working with the San
Jose Probation Department meeting with juveniles up to 40 hours
a wtek.
There are 75 juniors and 100
freshmen iti New College. In accordance w ith the New College
philosophy, the tttmosphere at
414 Williams St., home of the
New: College, is relaxed and comfortable with student -faculty
equality. Professors and students
are on a first -name basis. &Mile
COMe Close to encounter-group experiences.
Most New College freshmen
live in Allen Hall. They have
the usual resident advisors, but
no formal rules have been es t ablished. COMM011 courtesy and
comtnunity feeling keep the hall
running smoothly.
The New College brochure
states that the purpose of New
College is "... to support. guide,
and encourage the idealism of
young people who are aware of
our world’s many complex prob-

Death Valley field Studies
Registration Held March 5

184 S. Second St.
751 E. Santa Clara
Two locations to serve you

NAME
ADDRESS

man in the history of higher
education.
Last semester-, Poblano became
the second ombu (1 smart and
moved into his headquarters in
Barracks 9, which he calls a
status symbol.
He answers to only one man,
the person he refers affectionately to as "El Presidente"
Pres. Clark.
When asked what aspect of his
life led to his selec:ion ,r, ombudsman, he chuckled, "My entire life." Before coming to SJS,
Poblano was coordinator for the
National Teacher’s C’orps and

.1 al is of ultimo,
due," is
tue philosophy of New College
, NCI, now in its first year ut
SJS, which offers degrees in liberal arts without vocational emphasis.
"The unspoken premise of New
College is to commit one’s self
better
to making the world
place to like for all types of
people," Dr. Robin Brooks, New
College professor, said in his
seal inar recent ly.
Incoming freshmen may elect
to take NeW College instead of a
regular major. There were no
special requirements last semester.
The freshmen attend a series of
basic lectures in the physical
sciences, behavorial sciences and
related fields. Each week students meet in seminars to discuss lectures. They elect plus
or minus or letter grades.
Juniors work on projects they
select. This semester, many stu-

his d. i; Ile ..,,f:ined that it
was ealled a ri.....e ball and that
he acquired it in ’riajuana. "I
use this when all else fails," he
said. When all goes well, he uses
it as a paper weight.
Students can rest assured that
thole will be no ombudsman brutality in Barracks 9. The mace
kill is used only to help the
plaintiff. SJS’s second ornbudsMall, Wil0 is under :‘,o and likes
to be with swinger,. is read, to
help students and faculty alike
with inter-group or inter-personal
problems. His telephone extension
is 289, 7.

St I ITS
Knits and

$ 1

Wools

5

VALUES TO $60
I )11 ESSES
Ma ny Colors
SportsCasuals
Cocktails
VALUES TO $40

VALUES
TO ISO

$8
$12

cample
261 E. WILLIAM ST.
BETWEEN 6th & 7th
OITA 111.1. 10:3() 1.11. - P.11.
TM 11.S 12 NOON - 1’11.

RE10E St. dnd
BM:5 FROM

the R1RMEDR
PET SHOrct:FALSUIFF"
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Gallery Proposed
By Art Professor
For City ’Identity’

Drama Casts Chosen
For Two Productions

1

Carrie, two strange old maids
are Charlotte Kutilet and Susan
Mason. Gary Bothum, the present holder o fthe $2,500 Shubert
Fellowship, plays the part ot
Julian.
Joanne Leister is cast as I.ily,
Jo Motta plays Albertine, Wes
Morgan is lienty, and Carl Iiarrison has the role of Gus.
Others, in minor parts, are Ken
Perez, Dan Husak, Frank Peaks,
John Schmedes, and C’arol Brolaski as the "Lady of Truth."
"U.S.A.," the Drama Department’s Oral Interpretation offering for the spring, will be per21 and 22.
formed on \

The cast lists for two SJS
Drama production.s were released
this week after intensive auditoining sessions which hulled
away dozens of aspiring performers. "Toys in the Attic," directed
by Bernard Rosenblatt, and "Dos
Passos U.S.A.," cast by Mrs.
Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, selected casts of 12 and 10 people, respectively.
"Toys" which will run on Amil
11, 12, 16, 17, 18 and 19, is a psychological study of a family that
could best be described as bizarre.
Cast in the roles of Ann:, .i

The easiest way to get
a Volkswagen in Europe
is to buy it here.

=1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111=
Lise Croi.
BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
Manager
1560 NORTH FIRST STREET
Overseas
Delivery
286-8800
SAN JOSE
I’m interested in buying a Volkswagen here and pick,ng
if up in Europe. Please rend ms your illustrated brochure
and price list.
Name

REX HAYS AND ROBYN
rehearse their
GERRARD
parts in the gory tale of "The
Duchess of Malfi," a SJS
drama production opening on
March 7, and playing on
March 8, and 12-15. The Box
Office opens today at I p.m.
and will be open, 1-5 p.m.,
each day through the run of
the show.
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George Washington
When George Washington was
elected commander-in-chief of

the Continental Army June 15,
1773, his pay was fixed at $500
per month. Washington declined
the salary, however, saying that
he would keep a strict account
of his expenses and would ask
payment only for that.

ir.si Jar Service ’s.
s

!".1;1

* 0
* 0

San Jose, long considered just
a surburb of San Francisco, is
establishing its own identity as
a city and needs an art gallery,
according to John Devincenzi,
professor of art and member of
the San Jose Fine Arts Commission.
Devincenzi, who chairs the
Commission’s Gallery Development Committee, explained recently that the proposed gallery
would utilize the old library
building at Market arid San Fernando Streets.
The chairman said that the
total cost of the gallery would
be $325,000, but he explained
that $250,000 of that sum would
have to be spent regardless of the
use of the structure, to bring the
building up to code requirements.
"What we’re really a.sking for
is $75.000 in extra funds for the
gallery," Devincenzi stressed.
"As a result of my presentation last week io city council,
the gallery measure hits been referred to the city manager," Devincenzi said. If favorable, the
measure would go before the
voters in an April bond issue, he
added.
,
Devincenzi was optimistic over
acceptance of the gallery plan.
"We’re asking people to malce
a fairly inexpensive irtvestment
in the future of this city," he
said. He recalled that in the 1966
bond election the gallery received a 60 per cent favorable
vote, just short of the two thrids
required to pass the measure.

EUROPE
Jet
Charter Flights
RESER,E

San

A good cry
cleanses the soul

JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
SEPT.
SEPT.

NOW

SPACE

IS

LIMITED

Francisco-London Flights
30 - ONE WAY $169
$277
15 - SEPT. 1 1
$277
16 - SEPT. 3
$277
17 - SEPT. 10
$277
26 - JULY 31
3 - ONE WAY $125
II - ONE WAY $125

San Francisco-Greece
$488
JULY 18 - AUG. 18
San Francisco-Taipei
$375
JULY 18 - AUG. 18
(Fare

plus

$10 00

registration

tei

Phone (415) 392-8513

_4

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR
FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 MARKET STREET
SAN RANCISCO, CA. 94103
Please mail me informatlon
on flight
r al is shed and
done. your soul may be
saved .. but your contacts
need help They need Len sine. Lensine is the one contact lens solution for complete contact care...preparing.
Cleansing, and soaking
There was a time when you
needed two or more different lenS
solutions to properly prepare and
maintain your contacts No more.
; ri me, from The Mitrine Comr,sv, makes caring for contact
as convenient as wearing
them.
Just a drop or two of Lensine
coats and lubricates your lens.
This allows the lens lo float more
freely in the eye. reducing tearful
irritatioa. Why? Because Lensine

SOW,

yuiur

nat-

11/ 11

- sg your contacts with
- tards the bitild-up of
tiposits on the lenses.
1. -:
a your contacts in ten,
....oaring periods as
sures you
: - oer lens hygiene
You get a :
soaking -storage
case with inoi.agual lens compar
ments on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated thi
improper y , ie between we,

ings
the
Towel of bitoteria on
the lenses. This Is a
ure cause of eye ir,-ation and in some
ises can endanger
. vision. Bacteria can,
grow in Lensine be cease it’s sterile, sell-sanitiz
ing, and antiseptic
Lencine . . the sourulion tor
Complete contaet lens care. Made
by the Murine Company, Inc.

not your
contacts
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RENAISANCE QUARTET play once

they played in recital a+ 1:30 p.m. and in
public concert at 8:15 p.m. sponsored by the
College Union Program Board. The Renalsance Quartet plays its unusual antique music
on modern as well as period musical instruments.

more at SJS, giving a demonstration in Dr.
Vernon Read’s music history class at 9:30 a.m.
in M266, completing their visit. The quartet,
left to right, are: Raymond Lyrch, lute; Rob-

ert White, tenor; Morris Newnman, recorder;
and Barbara Mueser, viola gamba. Yesterday

Movie Review

’Charly’ Makes Viewer Compassionate
To Experiences of Mentally Retarded
By DIANE MeNUTT
Fine Arts Writer
If the movie "Charly"

does
nothing else, it makes the viewer
appreciate ally intelligence he
may have.
You and I take our mental
capabilities for granted. We do
not, perhaps cannot, appreciate
the ability to understand and
comprehend until we see the innocence and gullability of a person svith below-average intelligence.
For Charly, a mentally retarded man, being able to spell
"school" without turning the letters the wrong way is a great
achievement. The height of his
ambition is to beat Algernon, a
mouse, zit finding the coiTect
path through a maze.
Often people am intolerant of
stupidity in others because they
glimpse the slight difference be-

tween man stripped of his intelligence and the rest of the animals in nature. Insecure, they
turn on the mentally retarded
to prove their own superiority.
For the person %to is slow, being

the tool for another’s psychological quirks is a confusing, and
sad experience.
Through Charly’s eyes, the
viewer is seeing the mentally
retarded svith compassion, kluS one
who has been there and gone
beyond.
This does not mean that this

film only merits praise because
of its moralized principles. Cliff
Robertson, as Charly, gare what
must be the best performance
of his career. lie must be commended for reengnizing the rssisibilities of "Flowers for Algernon" (the original story) several
years ago and buying the screen
rights then.
Under his own pmduction com-

pany, Robertson was able to create the role its he wanted it.
Consequently, he was nominated
and is likely to win an Academy
Award.
Sterling Silliphant, who wrote
t.he screenplay, a is0 deserves
praise for an excellent job. Unlike most writers, Silliphant did
not dwell on any one episode
too long. Instead he credited the
audience with enough intelligeve
to comprehend quickly the inferred action and dialogue.
The beauty of "Charly" does
not lie in his increased mental
capacity, but in his increased
human capacity. As a mentally
retarded man, Charts. was unable
to have any tYPe of relation.ship
because he could not communicate. As a more intelligent man,
he became able to hate, to love,

to have compassion, to understand. This was his gain, and
eventually, this Was his loss.

Wes Morgan Nominated
For Theater Fellowship
Black drama directors are a
rarity in American theater. SJS
drama major Wes Morgan hopes,
however, with the possible boost
of a $1,000 fellowship, to hurdle
the barrier into the directorial
field.
A committee of SJS drama instructors recently nominated
Morgan for the Penittsula Children’s Theater Association Fellowship, an award given for graduate
study in drama. Today Morgan
will be interviewed by an association committee which will de-

cide the recipient of the fellowship.
Morgan is uncertain why he
was nominated by the department, but a look at his past cred-

Sox Vice Opms Toda9
1-5 p.m.

its is a good indication of his

abilities in theater.
While at SJS he acted in last
’,Tar’s production of "Ilarkee,
the Cat," was assistant director
of "Carnival," and just recently
won a role at a torrid auditioning
session of the "Attic."
He describes Henry, his character in the play, n.s "the only
person on the set who is maJly
aware of svhat is going on."
Though he is onstage during most
of the production, rstorgan (torso’ t
elatx)rate more on his role, noncommitally calling it "an interesting part."
Like a scene out of a biographer’s dreans, the tall, articulate actor say-. he first became
intoxicated WW1 drama when he

sat throm:h a live production
of "My Kiir Lady" in Detroit,
his home town. The live theater,
Morgan believes, is something
more Blacks should he made
aware of.
-Drama," he says, "is a strong
tool in aiding people to communicate. It helps people to see more
clearly their problems and 1,0
reCogiiize that others have similar troubles. Drama allows us
to see and feel hope."

The would-he director plans
to travel to LOS Angeles after
college in search of a po.sition.
Los Angeles is one of the few
areas vvhere Black directors are
being trained, as is being dune
by the New York Ensemble.
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INTERCLASS MEET TODAY

Frosh Meet UOP

The Spartan basketball varsity
ended Santa Clara’s win streak
last Friday’, but the SJS frosh
was not as fortunate, losing to
the undefeated Bronco frosh,
76-67.
The frosh lost again Saturday

Turpm Leads
’Gym’ Squad
Led by 1.,. -horse vaulter Jim
Turpin, the S.1.-; gymnastics team
won three of four dual meets
last weekend.
In a double dual meet Friday,
the Spartans scored 130.175 to
124.75 for UC Santa Barbara
alai 118.40 for Chico State.
Turpin scored 8.75 to capture
the long horse, while Doug Hill
won the free exercise with an
El.65 total.
On Saturday, the Spartans
scored 138.55, losing to NCAA
champ San Fernando Valley
State. which scored 148.725.
Stanford finished last with 132.
05. Turpin W011 the long horse
with his hest score of the season,
9.0. The Spartans’ Joe Sweeney
won the horizontal bar competition with an 8.6 score, beating
NCAA champion Bich Grigsby
of San Fernand Valley State.
-

afternoon at USF, 72-69 in overtime.
On Friday, Coach Stan Morrison’s team will play their second game against the University
of Pacific freshmen. The game is
scheduled at 6 p.m. in the Stockton Civic Auditorium. before the
SJS-UOP varsity game.
In the first meeting of the
teatns, UOP scored a basket in
the final two seconds for a twopoint win.
The UOP yearlings have two
players standing 6-10, John Gianelli and Mark Bock. Morrison
says, "The outcome of the game
could depend greatly on the ability of Dan Walker and Gordon
Ciochon to stop Pat Douglass.
the Tigers’ 6-0 guard."
Douglass scored 20 points in
the first meeting of the teams.
Paul Bailey, a 6-3 center. led
the Spartans against Santa Clara
v(ith a 27-point performance, his
best of the season. Davd Dockery
with 15 and Walker with 12 were
the only other SJS players in
double figures.
The Spartan frosh fell from
a 31-31 tie at halftime in their
loss to the Broncos.. Santa Clara,
led by Mike Stewart’s 22 points
and Mart Peterson’s 20, pulled
away in the second half to
stretch its record to 16-0.
Mike Webb led the Spartans
with 24 points in their loss to
USF Saturday.
Morrison was plea.sed with the
play of reserves Jim Olsen. a
guard, and forward hlike McRoberts, both of whom played well
defensively in the two games.
Dockery. the leading scorer on
the team, has tailed off in the
past few games, and Morrison
hopes he can regain his touch

in the final two games of the
season.
The freshmen will end their
season at St. Mary’s Saturday
evening. The Spartans take a
record of 7-12 int() this weekend’s action.

Judokas Top
Tourney Foes
The SJS judo team has been
throwing its weight
and opponents - around lately and will
get another opportunity to flex
its muscles tonight.
Anil’ successful individual performanees over the weekend, the
Spartans head back into dual
meet competition this evening.
traveling to Cal State -Hayward
for a 7 o’clock tu.ssle.
In the Pacific Northwest AAU
Cluunpionship held at Kentridge
High School in Seattle, two Spartans grabbed indixidual honors
Saturday. Bot.h Luis Gonzales,
176-pound dhision and Doug
Giaham, 205, won championships.
Earl Jones and Dave Long
eontintied to gain plaudits for
the Spartan judo team by winning in the Monterey Invitational
Tournament Sunday.
Jones won the white belt novice
dhision by thmwing five men.
Long captured the black belt division with three throws.
Following tonight’s encounter,
the Spartans play host to the
AAU Brown Belt Champlon.ships
Saturday at 6 p.m. The busy
Judukas then travel to Berkeley
for the Promotional Championships at 1 p.m. in the Berkeley
High gym.

Spartans Dominate
’Champions’ Banquet
COlipICS
come to

Carlyle
Jewelers
in Polo Alto
for their

Diamond Rings
BECAUSE:
They have shopped and compared nd nave found that
Carlyle’s prices are never higher and in most instances are
substantially lower fhn prices
elsewhere for the same qualify Diamonds.

Rmps from SIN
Save 20. with

4S8 card

turlyir

JEW ELER

535 Bryan+ Street
Downtown Palc Alto
323-2834
Open Thurs ’til 9

The recent Banquet of Champions sponsored by the Santa
Clara Valley Sportswriters and
Broadcasters Association pointed
out SJ.S’s sports strength,
The Spartan.s had 13 athletes,
or former athletes, honored at
the third annual banquet at Lou’s
Village.
Theme of the banquet was
Mexim 1968 and all Santa Clara
Valley Olympic participants were
honored, including four Spartans.
Praised for their work on the
men’s track team were Lee
Evans, John Carlos, Ronnie Ray
Smith and Tommie Smit.h.
Evans and both Smiths picked
up gold medals at the Games
while Carlos finished third in the
200. Evans and Totrinlie Smith
set world records in winning the
400 and 200 meter events.
Evans also was named as the
eollege track athlete of the year
while Chris Papanicolauo. Spartan pole vaulter from Greece.
grabbed the laurcls as top field
athlete of the year.
In addition, Greg Hind, who
led the SJS water polo teatn to
the No. 1 ranking in the nation,
ivas the top college water polo
player and his coaeh, Lee Walton, was chasen college coach of
the year.
The Spartans’ judo star. Doug
Graham was honored for his outstanding work during the past
season.
SJS judo coach Yosh Uchida
won a special achievement award
for his coaching, The Spartan
judo team has been at the nation’s front for several years.
Estle Argabright, a student at

LEE EVANS, outstanding SJS track athlete and Olympic 400meter champion receives the silver Adhor trev from Chuck Benner for being "Best Track Athlete" by members of the Southern
California Track and Field Writers Association while Stanford
University and U.S. Olympic team +rack coach Payton Jordan
looks on. Evans was also awarded the trophy for "Athlete of the
Meet" the same night at +he recent United States Track and

SJS, also received a special
achievement plaque for his job as
coach of the San Jose Cindergals.
Billy Wilson, former great SJS
and San Francisco 49er star, was
the final Spartan honored as he
was inducted into the Santa Clara
Hall of Fame.

Field Federati..:n meet in Los Angeles. Evans, who set a world
record time of 43.8 in the 400 meters in Mexico City will captain his "High Steppers" team against such Olympic competitors as John Carlus, Tommie Smith, Ronnie Ray Smith, and
Chris Papanicolaou in an interclass meet this afternoon at 3
o’c:ock on the Spartans’ tartan track.

SJS Seeks
Net Crown
The SJS tennis team has been
tabbed along with Stanford and
Califoinia as tri-favorites in the
Northern California Intercollegiate Tennis Chamrxion.ships which
get underway today at 1 p.m. on
the Spartans’ eourts.
Gres Shephard helped vault
SJS into the favorite’s role with
his No. 1 ranking in the NCITC
event. John Zwieg, Mark Elliott
and Ken Lowell are also ranked
from the Sfsirtan team.
California counts on Bob Alto.,
and Mike Gilfillen, +loth seeded
for the tout ney, while the Indians
look to Dean Schlohohm and John
Spigel for leadership.

MORE
BOOKS

Coby Threat to Mark

SCIENCE &
ENGNEERING

li.131vED:
(New & Used)

San Jose State’s 6-10 forw1011

Coby Dietrick came within one
field goal last season of tying
the school’s single game scoring
record v(ten he tallied 30 points
against, the University of Nevada
(Reno).
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U.C.S.A.E. SPELLS ACTION

ell

in

NOT REVOLUTION
ith a name like 1 nited California Students for an teademie Environment, sty had better
manething to 6,ZIN .

(10.

I ICSAE represents the nelt approach to campus problems. V e represent a non-disruptiye and
non-% iolent attempt to correct

repreSelli

Olt.

Mail% Of the shOrte01111.1112’S ill

the California educational system.

During the disruptions at SJS this past semester more than 21,000 students

responsibk %tent alonit the business of becoming educated. More than 24,000 students Ntere concerned s*ith the causes for disruption but $$ ere alienated by the tactics emploved to demand
change. A

promise not to Alm% our action to interfere Nsith the rights of anyone to a full and

fruitful education.

We ItaN e support in the legislat lire. All fie Santa Clara County state legislators have announced
suppoti and endorsement for the objectil es of l CS tE and the ilav ue propose to achieve them.
A. 4’ re11111.111

non-partisan in our membership.

e support specific programs for chan,re:
* Local trustees for increased campus autonomy
* Deselopment of ininorih studies
* Expansion of the Educational Opportunities Program
* De’s elopment of more functional. relexant courses
* Reiwesentation of student opinion on ASR Council
* St mainlining campus ad in i n ist rat ivy bureaucracy

(Clip and Mail)
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UNITED CALIFORNIA STUDENTS
for an ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE CHAPTER
145 South Seventh St.
San Jose. Calif. 95114
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Utopia of the Mind
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Society Offers Meditation Course
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"Look inside, then come out,
Everything looks rosy, is groosy,"
comments one UCLA coed.
"I see life is here for all of
us to enjoy. No one need suffer
in life. If one thinks life is bad
and miserable it is only because
Ise looks at life with a small

FREE Booklet
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reflects another Bruin.
In this case, utopia of the mind
is attained through the mind expander transcendental meditation.
For the salvation of those who
seek it, SIMS IStudents International Meditation Society 1 has
a local chapter.
Formed last semester by James
McGuinty, sophomore psychology
major, the chapter got under way
vvith two lectures by Jim Janis,
national director of SIMS.
Oix,n to the interested and curious student, the chapter has
scheduled the second course for
sometime in April or May, McGulnty says.
McCuInty began the chapter
following an international leadership training conference he attended at Lake Tahoe in Augmt.
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, the
reviver of this old form of meditation, was the featured instructor at the conference attended by
more than 700 persons from all
over the world.
McGuinty, preseident of the
chapter, explains that this tYPe
of meditation is not so much a
philosophy a.s a technique. "It
is not necessary to folios,: a certain line of belief to benefit
from transcendental meditation.
This form of meditation, Jarvis adds, Ls a process providing
in.stant mental development that
mind,"

$1 00
Per Month,
Room & Board

Educallonal Affiliate of

Control Data CoToration

25 N. 14th San Jose. 95112

525 So. 9fh
287-4885

292-5398

Engineers:

Good ideas
get off the ground
at Boeing.
So do careers.
Let’s talk about it on
Wednesday through Friday,
March 5 through 7.

allow.
anyone can Plipt..I’ltILCO.
the conscious thinking MIMI Itt
arrive systematically at subtler
states of mental activity which
is reflected in the physicist bodY,
Transcendental meditation provides both energy and CAM, NIcGuinty says. It allows the mind
to wander and to follow its natural course.
At a Berkeley lecture last
summer, Jarvis told the curious,
skeptical and interested. "Tension, stress and strain rob man
of his ability and decrease his
efficiency in action. With meditation, the results are 0.1111111ative, but the immediate effects
are a release of tension with
more stability in everything you
do."
Meditation allows the mind to
go to finer and finer levels of
thought until it gets to the core
of thought which the Maharishi
calls Being, or Bliss Consciousness, the source of all email\ ity,
all peace, all happiness.
"It draws the mind back to
the source of energy to renew
itself," Jarvis adds.
There is no set definition of
Transcendental Meditation. F.:ach
person’s experience is different
and is expressed in different
terms all equally vague and mystical.
McGuinty briefly described the
meditation technique. The meditator spends one hour a day, in
two half hour ses.sions, in whichever position best permits the
mind to flow in uncontrolled
fashion. It is an effortless technique which allows the mind to
reach the source of thought.
As a subtler mental state is
reached, the physical process
slows down. A state of peace and
quiet is reached.
Susan Scott, a junior art major from San Jose and a member
of SIMS, admits meditation
gives her better perspective.
’’Studies are easier and more
meaningful." It is easier to focus and to eliminate the small
distractions.
In general, she believes she is
a better person all around"
because of transcendental meditation.
Mike Bull, vice president of the
chapter, said he was originally
skeptical. He had studied other
forms of meditation and believed
that this type was too easy and
doubted its workability.
Bull, a 26-year-old graduate
art history student from Santis
Cruz who began meditating last
June, along with his ssife, said
he no longer has bad moods.
One-time stumbling blocks no
longer throw him. He adds he
also has lost his taste for alcohol.
"Tastes change and usually for
the better." He noted it chair.;e
in his taste for food. He is more
interested in "good food," healthy
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29 Club.
formed in Fall, 1966, is inactive
this year. aceording to Mrs.
Phyllis ShIplien. CIO advisor and
teisistani io die associate dean
t
of studei
although
.
Mrs.
1.736 wornert ot t 1", IllEiSteitt. I
makfor the fall, 1968. s,
in up 7.3 per cent of the student
loollyi the club has been discontinued because the women show
no interest.
turnout
In view of the
:old
",
in previous semcst,
.11,,
de* of interes1
lo.
etin
the building. used
place and lounge for the \Sonnet;
has Preen reassigned to anothci
group.
The

ate. The wedding is s,:herltiled for

CiOlOgy

Wrolla,

I ack of Interest
Kills SE Club

major and a menii,,.,
Omega Sorority, to Hobert
Pitcher, member of the L’.S.
Coast Guard; an Ens, in flight
Pensacola, Fla. From
school at
Oakland, he is a 1967 SIS graduJuly

595/mo. Room & Board

a

Coutts,

Cindy

your PSA campus rep. He’ll
show you the way to go
home for peanuts(or whatever mom cooks best). Fr ,m
San Jose to L.A. or He
wood -Burbank, $13.50. 1’) n
Diego, $19.85. Super 727 Jets.

RECREATION
& TV ROOMS

Jose. to Don Hansen. senior journalism major f tom Upper Lake,
Calif, They were married Feb. 2,
in San Jose’s St. Christopher’s
Church.

member of Sigma
Kappa sorority, to 3Ilehael
,e
t’ununins, junior finance
from Phoenix, Ariz. and
Nu fraternity member, N.’
hzu; been set.
major
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Varie, junior photojournalism
ior and prr,ident of Kappa
s’ .1, Mu. The wedding is set
;’..bruary 1970.
KotIllela. senior gt aphic
inajor from Becloud()
Kr.
le Harry Johnson, senior
neo major at Long
1’ 1’ ’1 ’ ’1, College and a past
SJS student, from Redondo
Beach. August 2, 1969 is set for
the wedding.
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At The Boeing Company, you can be a member
of a team that’s famous for making good ideas fly.
Such as the 707, America’s first jetliner. And
the 727 trijet, the 737 twinjet, Boeing-Vertol
helicopters, the Boeing -built first stage for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s
Apollo/Saturn V moon rocket. And the NASA
Lunar Orbiter, the USAF Minuteman, and the USN
hydrofoil gunboat Tucumcari.
Boeing has exciting new projects on the way up,
too. The 747 superjet, world’s largest and fastest
commercial jetliner, scheduled for airline delivery
in 1969. America’s supersonictransport, nowbeing
developed at the company’s Commercial Airplane
Division. Plus other advanced programs in early
development and on boeing drawing boards.
They can help get your career off to a dynamic
start in applied research, design, test, manufacturing, service or facilities engineering or computer
technology.
Visit your college placement office and schedule
an interview with the Boeing representative.
Boeing is an equal opportunity employer.
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Computers Take Over

Reg Lines End Next Fall
’The long lines in registration
me gone foreker. said Prof. Van
Co’lister, director of computing.
Ile Was describing SJS’s taw
computer and its role in rei.,,strat ion
-Registration is unique here."
explained Prof. Collistir. Tlie

IBM computer, now in use, is rel.
:nivel); slow and could not take
c,ire of registration problems.
"11.te fought years and years
fort funding for this new computer. and oe icnow both faculty
teat sititlents will appreciate it."
nt.v. compttter, L’ontrol Data

Corporation (CDC) 3300, will be
installed late this spring and will
take care of all SJS computering
needs and a portion of other
nearby colleges.
Replacing the older 11SM 16’20
now in tlSe. it %sill make SJS the
Northern
California
Regional
Computer Center. "Anyone having need for its use can take the
opportunity."
Prof. Collister stated that
three shifts will eventually he
set up so that the computer will
work full time. Nearby colleges
will send a portion of their computer work here over the telephone lines. The computers will

speak to each other In a sense.
Meetings are now being held
to discuss new registration procedures for the fall semester.
Three students, Greg Keith, junior. ’Erish French. ASII sophomore representative and Neva
Goins, sophomore, have been appointed to work with the administration under Dr. F:dward
Harrington, dean of undergraduate studies.
"This is still student registration." Dr. Ronald I.. Hunt, director of institutional studies stress.
NI. With that end in mind, a suggestion box will be installed in
which students may express opin-

Job Interviews
June and summer graduates
may sign up tor appointments
In the Placement Center, 122
S. Ninth St. Siginips begin
earls Tuesday before and up
to the day of the interview.

ions on registration.
Further technical information
on the new computer is
able at the offic. of the Director
Computing. .I i1113.
- -

or

lieneral Electrle ( ’o. Majors,
BS Astro, Op. & Ma i n1
Ind.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Tech., BS/MS Chem. E., EE, IF:,
Mat. Sci., ME, Chem., Math, UPSTAIRS - Earr:nqs, necklaces, amu
copper,
le
.
kolders?-in brass.
physics.
.rcense. flavored papers, can.
Wells Fargo Bank Majors, BS/ ctes. 74 East San Fernando.
Any Major, MBA.
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION Or!ertation meeting Tues., Feb.
II
ble 011 6: Refining Co. Ma- 25. Fac..Ity Cafeteria. Social hour 6:30,
jors, BS.’NIS Bus., Lib. Arts.
,neet ng 7:30. All majors welcome.
INVESTORS
THURSDAY, FEB. 27
40 ac. $975. per ac. Santa Clara Co.
Armstrong Cork Co. Majors, 25 mi. so of SI. in lives Valley. Rd.’s
ustn
2’45.
’4 T
V,ew,
BS Mktg., Bus. Mgmt., LIS/Econ.
with interest in mktg.
UP, UP AND AWAY - For two pennies a pound, SJS students
/
ALOOMOTWE
can get away from it all as the Flying Twenty will present its
Defense Contract Audit Agency,
"airlift" from 9 a.m. to 5 n.m. thi: Saturday ond Sunday at the
cund. Must Sell! New
San Francisco Region. Majois, ’67 VW
Aeronautics bulaing, Coicman Avenue arid Airport Boulevard
riass & rack incl. $1350. or make offer.
BS. MS acetg.
25i 454,
in San Joie. This Piper Cherokee 180 will be on display and
Convalr Dhislon ot General ’65 POW. GTO. T- POW/01./ HD susp.
there will be rides in a P5I Mustang and AT6 Texan.
, .er blue/blk.
Dynamics. Majors, BS:MS El.
144E, (7E, BS, IF:, Chem E., phys$1890. 327.3943.
FOR SALE.
ics, chem.
’67 OPEL KADETT, R & H Excel. Con
Standard Oil Company of Cali.,.
kn. Call: 244-7971.
fornia_ Majors, 13S NIS riectir.. ’o2 CHEVY II Nava, 6 cyl. automatic,
res. $550 or best oifer. Call
bus., finance, BS NIktit., Lib
.er 4 p m. 287 5711.
Arts, MBA, Chem. E.
’68 DODGE CHARGER. &sod., landau
FRIDAY, FEB. 28
Inter Col377-2993 or 287.7722 nites.
Standard 011 Company of Cali.
V..11.11t
Cat
t in April and thc
I
’56 VW bus $350. New tires, needs
fornia. Majors. 13S NIS acctg .
nation.,
next May in St.
;is
Just
EAceilent mechanical ..hope.
;i,
bus., finance, BS Mktg.,
(68.2885.
si
Louis.
seeking thrills. the STS EP.ing
Arts, MBA, Chem E.
entrants have captured
Twenty Club is spons,(ring
FOR SALF
n..tionwid. honors in 1966 and
"air-lift" March 1-2 in ct.isitmeSecurity Pacific National Bank.
1h68.
tion with openhouse
Majors, BS Bus., acctg., finance,
Automatic record changer. Garrard
Four aircraft forsake their
the Aeronautics
mktg.
MKII x.;.;
e M 44 cartridge. 6 mo.
heavenly abside hxlay at 9:30 a.m.
For the invest:n-9n .if two
Instruments Inc. Ma- A. $50.00. Waly 241-5472.
Texas
cents a pound, SJS students can for the Town kind Country Vil’67 Bridgestone 90 c.c. Looks and runs
jors, BS NIS EE, 1E, ME.
enjoy the adventure that men
LtLe tt 29gn Stevens Creek Blvd.,
Itl,e new. $190.00. Wally: 241-5412.
after ttoding from the Aeronauimagine.
like da Vinci could
The Ford Motor Co. Majors, For Sale: Fender Showman Amp. and
re ; ’
Flights kvill le.ive front the
!mit. TIos rs ill be shown
BS,MS Bus., acctg., finance, ME, Mosrite solid body Guitar. Call Mark
tot
- F.,111 to Fly"
front of the Aeront.te.FE. Should be in top half of Mass 292.2851.
VENDING mach. route (candy-cig.), net
at t’olernan Avelm
academie:111v
)T,rcli I
.4
$75 imo. Requires 4 hrs./wk. $900. Call:
lioulevard betty.,
init111.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111’. ’39-4829.
St a.m. anti 5 p.m. ts e it
SKIS for sale: Kniesel 215 Red Stars.
commercial pilots at the
i :nd New. Call 736-2629.
0101
trols.
$100.00. Nobody
burned. How’s
1111
,storn surfboard
The Flying Twenty
.0.00 for a
ioarr.l.
I
II
r.0,T,
during Easter
kvhose aim is to pison,te
-mmercial prices.
., end under,’
in aviation arnom
ler NOW. Srop b, 555 So. 8th and
sponsoriniz the
a look at my board. Larry 286-9017.
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Flying Cils,5 11, Airlift
SJS Students March 1-2

Health Welting
Heals!.
’sated to
new Health S.atmet
’Mit this
afternoon zit 2:30
111:40t.
Elections for student root.. sentatives to the Student Atli\ ities Committee and Currieultim
Board will Ise held.
The nesv club will take I,
community projects and ss
a social vroup for health science
ma I’,
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For $6.50 you will or; ;
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2 Bedroom
Deluxe Furnished
APARTMENTS

.:1

Smile Paneled - ’stater & garbage
paid -MN 11111ING POOL-1 students
per apt.

Southern Sult-eriittion
DiAributing

iee

VILLAGE APTS.

Brix 2624. Ness I trleatiA.
TO1ln

576

5th

SE Prof Named Foreign Director
during the 1969-70 academic
year.
Participating students Win receive full credit for their work
at the University of Florc(nce.
"The students will go through
a summer orientation at San
Francisco State College, then depart in September fur their lieu demic work," said the new di rector.

Dr. Wesley Goddard, professor
of French and humanities, and
chairman of the Foreign Language 17epartment, has been
named resident director of International Programs at the University of Florence in Italy.
Dr. Goddard will serve as counselor fur NO California State College students who have elected
to attend the Italian institution

UNIVERSITY JOB CORPS r,eds slu
work & ore free
.1’
.4’ ’
’,a wee, I MWF, TTH. etc.).
.
2277 be...eon 4-6. $2,:hr. ard
SPRING cleaning is coming & that’s
MONEY for FULLER BRUSH DEALERS.
40% com. it’s easy to sell, $10.$15/hr.
Figure it out. Jerry 243.4412. 8.9 MWF.
WANTED: Swim Coach, for age group
swim teem Summer. Exper. Necessary
Call: 287-5984. For Interview.
HOUSING (51
WANTED: Female roommate to share
large modern furnished apartment. reasonable rent. 295-2639.
REFINED Furn. rooms, males, kitchen
privileges. No smoking or drinking. 2933088.
MALE STUDENT - Private room in new
home. Sr. or Grad. preferred. Must be
mature and responsible. 227-2467.
SPRING CONTRACT for sale. Catholic
Women’s Center. Call Susan, 294-4622.
Rm. 317. Afternoons & evenings.
ROOMS for 3 men. $30 per mo.
block to college. 426 So. Seventh Street.
2934938.
NEEDED: Two female roommates to
share with two others over 21. $50./mo.
Call Carol. Ith St. 286.4340.
MALE ROOMMATE to share rent. $42/
mo. 381 E. William #27. (I block from
school). 797-6154.
UPPER DIVISION MAN NEEDED to
share 2-bdrm apt. with 3 others. $57.50/
mo. 148 E. William St. #28. 287.4821.
NEED 1-3 FEMALE ROOMMATES to
share 3 bdrm. 2 bath apt. with fire.
place. 215 So. 12th St. #1, 295-3422.
$49.50/mo.
ROOMMATE NEEDED: Male student to
share 2 bdrm.. 2 bath apt., call 2871381 after 3 p.m.
Wanted: One female roommate to
share 2 bdrm. apt. with 3 others. $55/
mo, includes pool, altelectric kitchen,
water. garbage. Kennedy Hall 555 So.
IOth St. 294.3678.
Female Roommate Wanted Immediately.
Share 2 bdrm. apt. with one other.
$48.50/mo. Utilities pd. 2E6.6929.

$46,
ROOMMATE WANTED:
’no. Call 297-749/.
old 2.stc.,
NEED 2 ROOMMATES: La
house. Basement. yard. TWO Art Mai,
43 S. 15th. 298-4341.
FOR RENT: Two.man & oncoman rooms
$40/mo. - semester contract. Call 2946294. 397 S. I Ith St.
MALE ROOMMATE wanted: NonSmoker. 3.bdrm. Furnished. 3 blocks from campus. Call:297.8097.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted: 2 bloci;
frpm campus. 467. S. 8th, Apt No. 5.
294.1866.
ROOMMATE WANTED: responsible fe
male wanted to share I -bedroom apt.
One block from campus with pool. Call
287-6897.
after
FEMALE ROOMMATE: share with 3 others 2-bdrm., 2.bath apt. $50/mo. 2877953.
W.-ANTED: 1 roommate, male. 598 S. 9th
2#111E9D1154300Mer mmOndf.h.furn. apt 4 students.
S57.50 rno.. 6 students. $45 mo. I block
from campus. 286.9924.
NICE APT. 11/2 blks. from campus. 460
So. 4th # 16. Two bdrm., 2 bath. 2
balconies. Furn., carpeted. AEK, parking, laundry avail. Now $55 each. $220/
rno. 295.8348. Bus. 948-2919.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED: Upper
division or veteran. 640 So. 9th #9.
287-4787.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
e on 4th St
two bdrrn e
.
$55 "mo. C
t
t...r studying, art
OFFICE re
g rm. Only $50rmo
:
or r,
444
4289 cr 2136.4564
’SERIOUS male student to share quiet
rs room. Near SJS. sv, kit. privi
r
Call: 297.6079._
rloremate to share
NEED:- one
school. $60
modern ar..r,
rn.n. Call He
LIBERAL FEMALE ROOMMATE needed
other o;r1.
C , 7 s ,v,s4c
$5U r
t0

298-3377 OR 292-5121

United Clunputs Christian Mln
ist , 10 p.m., Chapel of Reeon
cilialion, 3(10 S. 10th. "Lenten
Happening." Lenten Service at
12:45 p.m.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., 414
Willitun St., (upstairs). Meeting.
Circle K Club, 5:30 p.m., C’afeteria A, All members and interested students please attend.
ToMORROW
s.is Chess, Club, noon to 2 p
D11219. Meeting.
Alplus Eta Sigma, 7:30 p.m.,
Ill. Dr. Constantine Danel ie
speak on "Finance Problems with
Aceounting Theory."
American Institute of Indusp.m.,
trial Engineers ( AI1E 1,
Garden City Hofbraii. Meeting.
Arab-American Club, 6 p.m.,
Cafeteria A. F:lection of a new
commit tee.
Chi Pi Sigma, 7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel. Initiation ceremonies.
Theta sigma Phi, 6:30 p.m.,
JC101. All membets please attend,

Daily
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
1:30 to 3:30
Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30
MWF
9:30-11:30

GIRL to care for our 4 kids Fri. p.m.
to Sun. pm. once a mo. with our regular
b,bysItter to help. 377:2515.
WANTED: Part-time experienced waiter
nor House. evening work. $1.35/
A tips. 969-1040 morn.

ITel6 tIARDE51- EXAM YOU’LL I-IAVg TO MSS IN THIG
WILL. OE H15 ’Pl/r5ICAL:"

cougsr

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each line)

One day

Two days

Three days

Four days

Five days

1.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

linis

2.00

2.50

2.75

-0/0-

3.00

Wes

2.50

3.00

3.25

-1.-411-

3.50

6 linos

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

Add this
amount for
each addl.
hone, lins

handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

Send in

CLASSIFIED RATES

4

SERVICES (81
RENT A STEREO: Or a TV from Escho’s
Free delivery, free service, no COlitreCt
$ 10.00 per month. 251.2598.
POTTER-STUDENT, needs to rent garage, ard patio space enough for wheel
and small storage. 293-3734,
TYPING, FAST, ACCTJRATE, OMER1ENCED. Will edit. 21/2 rm. from campus Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104
INCOME TAX: 1040, 1040A. $4.50 plus
$1.00 per schedule. Call Jon 294-7894
fur appolt trnent, on or off campus.
Before you conclude God is Dead, why
dor’t you "Dial Peace of Mind?" 2943333 day or night.
FOR RENT. Port. T.V. $8.00 pr/mo.
294.7238 after 5 p.m.
Wedding Photography
c0,, discowa for students
Free Rates. Call: 295-9559 Brad WO
SPRING SPECIAL: Wedding Photographed in Color. $35. Other services
Avail, 294:1809. Late eve best.
BABY WATCHING while you’re in class.
Large play area, near school. Call 2936832.
XEROX COPIES 7 CENTS - quality reproctiction. Also Mimeograph and Multilith Printing. Ask. for special student &
typist prices. Executive Suite 260. 2467200. 100 N. Winchester. S.J. - 2 blks.
north of Stevens Creek & Valley Fair.
CHILD CARE, near campus, creative, individualized. 286-4540.
SOAK IT TO HIM!
Astor’s Coin.Op Auto Wash
804 Lincoln Ave.
732 South 1st
-

To Place
an ad:
Come to:

BIKINI CLAD BEAUTIES to shine shoes.
salary -I- commission. Fantastic poten..als. 2094 El Camino, S.C. 296.9664.

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines

AN

engagement ring different
. .7.,hers? Design your own,
p. Or choose a standard
ring. Also quality Diamonds at whole.
so:. prices. Cd11: 286-0964. After 7:00
P.M. Jirn Self.
WAIJT

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

GIRL STUDENT for Lt. hskp. & sitter.
2
r
weekdays. $22 oar week
-n, 251-0987 evenings.
MARRIED Couple - FREE RENT. Ex
,
r
for w;fe eci
,band. Nursery Srh
Up
Jur.
225-4820.

BABYSITTER Needed mornings. 6 mo. old
d. Call: 286 0288, 598 So. 9th. St.
g I
GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS - Pleasant part. -.. n our office. $2/hr., no erperience
re,-, For interview call 287.1728.
GREAT BOOKS PROGRAM
Tired of hum -drum jobs that don’t pay
off? Earn $126.00 for 12 hours work a
week. Call Arnold Hawley at 377.4540.
E. E. MAJOR, Upper div. Part time employment. Schedule flexible but 20 hrs.
minewurn wk. desired bet. 8 & 4:30 M -F.
Innludes full time on all school vac. Call
M. J. A. Mac Nabb 243.3600. Under
wr, . Lab. Inc.

PERSONALS ( 71

lOST AND FOUND (61
TRANSPORTATION :5;
LOST: Valuable Mitty 1968 High School
’,Is
Gcld with idar-k
F.M.D. inside. REWARD. Call 295 5051. Help! Need ride born Sante Clare to
San Jose. 9.30 MWF. 10:30 TTH. Cell
Pam 296.0174.
RIDE NEEDED: from near Palo Alto to
San Jme M T.TH. 4.6.45. Will share
gas and will drive to your house. Girls
Mrs. Tasneem Fatless.
ordv. Please
32P Ilsi

A’
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Thn bent
nuetl;
today in apprarti, ;;. the small
noonnient and loot ....ell,’ volt
loations. Tlieo ret,
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the swab.
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resurgent
gathtrifog strength
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BILL’S
COLLEGE
i’llARMACY

ED411. Completion of interim
elections.
Neuman Edneational (*enter,
4-8 p.m., Newman Center, 79 S.
Fifth St. "Mini -Retreat."
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, 7:30 p.m., E324. Refreshments will be served.
Pi Omega Pi, 3:30-5 p.m., ED100. Mock interview for elementary and seCondary education
Majorti.
Phrateres International, 4 p.m.,
JC221. All actives and prospective plellgi-s please attend.

TODAY
Spartan Orlocel, 6 p.m., Cafeteria li. Plans for spring semester.
Kaydettee, 3:30-5 p.m., Cadet
I.ounge, MH, 3rd flour, Rush tea
for all interested in pledging tor
spring semester.
United California Students for
an Academic Environment, 7:30
pm., EIS. Open to all students.
Discussion of ways of dealing
with campus problems in a noniolent manner.
Young Democrats, 3:30 p.m.,

Spartan Daily Classifieds

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 26

1st

1

Wedneedav February 211 11160

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
rt Personals (7)
Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
El Housing (5)
f=1 Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)
0 For Sala (3)
0 Loot and Found (6)

Print Name
Address
City

For
Enclosed is $
Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN 10SE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Muss arlow 2 days after placing tor ad to appear.

Days

